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Sue Brook on Inclination 
Summer Cruise 2018 

 
 

 Wednesday 16 May  

  Largs – Campbeltown      Are we ready?  

Our plan is to allow plenty of time to prepare this trip.  At least one full day to be spent doing all 

those niggly little things that need attention.  Replace the anchor chain connector, fill water bottles, 

do grocery shopping, get fuel, and so on.  We’d arrived in Largs late Tuesday evening; less than 12 

hours later we’re on the water – yes, a full day ahead of the original plan.  By mid-afternoon we’re 

approaching Pladda Light and motoring.  There is a chill in the air but the sun is shining – always a 

plus.  We do a bit of sailing then a bit of motoring switching these modes around to match the wind.  

At Island Davaar the wind picks up and we’re both glad the sails are tucked away because it’s really 

frisky as we approach the harbour.  A suitable berth is spotted close to our mates on Corsheycan 

who are just hoisting the drinks pennant in time for our arrival.  Dinner back on Inclination and then 

to bed – a glorious reward after a tiring day.  43 miles under the belt. 

 Thursday 17 May  

  Campbeltown – Gigha     Rounding the Mull  

Beautiful morning, bright blue sky and a not too chilly breeze.  As we leave Campbeltown we watch 

the gannets, hundreds of them diving and piercing the water like javelins.  Some going in at 90 

degrees, others taking a shallower approach but still providing a spectacle.  We need to be at Sanda 

by 12 noon.  A gentle breeze entices a sail but an hour in we’ve not made much progress so it’s 

engine on.  Gliding along it is noticeable how much rubbish is bobbing about in the sea.  David 

Attenborough’s Blue Planet series has raised awareness.  It is sad that people toss plastic bottles, 

crisp packets and all manner of other garbage into the sea with little or no respect for the sealife.  

Both CJ and I concur that there’s more rubbish passing our boat now than when we first started 

sailing eight years ago.  We must declare loudly and clearly that this pollution is poisoning our seas 

and choking our waters. It must stop. 

As we approach the Mull we see turbulent over falls.  There’s quite a flotilla of boats going our way, 

all catching the tide around this notorious headland.  Corshyecan and Inclination choose to give a 

good two miles land clearance whilst other boats navigate close in.  We’re all bucking and jumping 

around in the swell.  One boat changes tack and steers away from the land.  Perhaps going around 

the Mull is not too attractive after all as he shoots off towards Rathlin.   
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We hold our course and as we round the Mull we are greeted with a good beam breeze and sun 

beating down into the cockpit – couldn’t be better.  Our speed increases with the benefit of a 

favourable tide and Gigha is now in sight.  The waters are still as we approach this island that’s often 

been on our itinerary but one we’ve never managed to visit until now.  It doesn’t disappoint.  We’re 

greeted by a young man who takes our lines and we settle onto a roomy pontoon.  A glass of wine 

celebrates our long awaited trip to this place.  We have dinner in the Boathouse with Marilyn and 

Graeme joining Kelly and Garry who are celebrating their 15th wedding anniversary.  Perfect days are 

made of this.  46 miles done. 

 Friday 18 May 

 Gigha          Time out  

 
 
Now we’re here we want to explore.  The place lives up to reports we’ve had and we take some time 

to walk around and experience island life.  We’re amused by a pile of stones painted with names and 

indicating a place where folks must have gather to watch an Eclipse in 2017.  Bluebells are bluer, 

primroses are in full bloom and the gorse is a deep orangey yellow.  Wild geese play hide and seek as 

they pop up and down into long grass seemingly playing with us.  It’s not all play as we tend to 

running repairs on the boat – those jobs we intended to do before leaving Largs.  CJ is joisted up the 

mast to change a light bulb – how many sailors does it take – at least four – two of whom are 

supervising proceedings.   

 

  

 Saturday 19 May   

 Gigha – Ardfern      A right royal to-do!  
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9.2 knots speeding up the Sound of Jura, wind behind us, tide with us and all achieved on the 

headsail alone.  It’s been rather choppy along the way.  Setting out from Gigha, Inclination was the 

last boat left on the pontoon; we were jumping around like a jack in the box.  After filling water 

bottles I walked back along a bouncing pontoon feeling very vulnerable but glad to meet an ardent 

fisherman who was just checking on his boat, Tryphena, moored in the bay.  I thought if I fall in the 

water he’d notice and come to my rescue – CJ being too busy prepping and togging up to raise his 

head above the parapet.  It didn’t get much better as we slipped lines and headed off.   

 

We soon get accustomed to the rocking and rolling.  We’re making good progress heading for 

Ardfern and I’m hoping we arrive in time to see the edited highlights of the royal wedding.  I’ve 

already watched earlier coverage before we left, seeing George and Amal Clooney, Oprah Winfrey 

and lots of other Hollywood greats arriving in their best frocks and tail coats.  It’s compulsive 

watching and I’d still be at it now if it wasn’t for our desire to get going.   

The wind is strengthening but we’re only about 45 minutes away from Ardfern and we anticipate a 

tricky arrival to get the boat secured.  We weren’t wrong.  The wind, behaving in “blow off” mode, 

was too much for me to hold Inclination’s bow line but a knight in shining armour (well Musto boots) 

came to my assistance.  His muscly arms held the boat fast as we twisted the mooring lines around 

the clliques.  Secure at last and in time for the wedding highlights.  The TV is on; oven lit and we sit 

back with a glass of Prosecco to toast the happy couple.  34 miles done. 

 Sunday & Monday 20 & 21 May       

 Ardfern         More chores  
 
Drizzle and whooshing winds, we busy ourselves with boaty jobs (still a list of them) and laundry – 
lovely!   
 
Still dreich out there on Monday but at least the wind has dropped – for now.  We take a walk along 
the lane and check out the wrecked beached boat.  I’ve got lots of pictures taken each time we visit.  
It seems to be more dilapidated and sunken than the last time; not really surprising.  Lunch is soup in 
the Crafty Kitchen – delicious.   
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 Tuesday 22 May  

 Ardfern – Kerrera     Parlais vous Anglaise?  

Waiting for the favourable flow at Dorus Mor but we’re getting itchy feet so leave as early and 

motor slowly down the channel hoping the tide will meet us at the Mor.  We had expected a good 

push but it does not seem that way and we’re making slow progress.  We get to Luing by comfort 

eating Chicken Jalfraze, nice and hot and spicy.  Rounding Easdale we put up the sails and glide along 

– for a bit – then the wind dies.  Continue to motor into the Sound of Kerrera – this has been the 

longest twenty odd miles for some time. 

Oban Bay is in sight and the Marina looks quiet presenting an easy mooring onto a pontoon.  We’re 

joined by a group of Frenchmen as neighbours.  I help with interpreting at the Waypoint Bar to settle 

our respective dues.  26 miles covered. 

 Wednesday 23 May  

 Kerrera – Loch Drambuie        This corner or that?  

Out of Oban Bay and heading towards the Sound of Mull we pass two large ocean liners along the 

way.  Lots of boats heading north making hay while this sunshine lasts.  As we get into the Loch the 

breeze turns into a gusty wind.  We check out two anchorages, one in the far north east corner but 

decide this is not very sheltered.  We head over to the south west side where we’ve been before, 

this seems better so deploy the anchor and sit tight.  Every now and then a gust blows up and the 

wind is flukey, changing from this way to that.  It calms after about an hour and is just warm enough 

to eat outdoors – fleece over knees!  29 miles travelled.  

 Friday 25 May  

 Loch Drambuie – Salen Jetty    Perfect mooring  

Plans change.  We had intended to go west but the forecast is not inviting for that direction.  

Information is restricted with no mobile signal in the Loch and only able to pick up a poor coastguard 

broadcast.  We choose to head for Salen Jetty to sit out the windy weather.  It’s gusty as we leave 

but when we get into Loch Sunart proper the wind dies.  The water’s like glass and we have sunshine 

all the way.  We do a bit of fishing and take some pictures as we slowly motor up the Loch.  At least 

at this rate we don’t get the Loch Teacuis knock down.  As Salen comes into sight the wind picks up 

but we manage to moor perfectly – nobody watching – even in the gusty conditions.  Jan at Salen 

Jetty gives a warm welcome.  10 miles done. 
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Saturday 26 May 
Fort William       Bus and ferry round trip

 
 
With helpful information from Jan we set out on an adventure.  The bus to Fort William leaves early 

morning and takes around two hours including a short ferry crossing.  After joining the bus we stop 

at Acharacle a few minutes early so the driver invites us to check out the local grocery store and use 

the public conveniences.  Back on the bus we settle down to take in spectacular mountain scenery, 

journeying through villages and vibrant communities.  Everyone knows everyone from the older 

ladies catching up on the gossip to youngsters going for a swim in town.  The bus hurtles along 

overtaking a stream of cars and queue jumping onto the Corran Ferry.  This is even more added 

value to the experience.  We reach Fort William and the driver drops us off right outside Morrison’s.  

We mooch around the town putting a penny or two in a young piper’s hat; have lunch and coffee 

and then it’s time to get back to the bus.  We have time to trot around Morrison’s and do a proper 

re-provision.  We thought it was our good idea until we joined the bus where we found our fellow 

passengers stocked up with their week’s groceries too.  The young swimmers were the last to join 

the bus getting a ticking off from the driver for their lax demeanour.  We traced our route back 

joining the ferry and then stopping off at the various communities, this time the driver taking each 

passenger to their front door and carrying the Morrison’s booty for them.  Our destination was not 

quite the end of the line but almost.  We managed our own carryings and relaxed back on Inclination 

in the hot sun before enjoying a lovely dinner at the Salen Hotel.  Lots of miles travelled but not 

under our own steam. 

 Sunday 27 May  

 Salen Jetty – Tobermory (Kilchoan scuppered)  Such pleasure  

This departure needs careful attention.  With strong gusty winds we plan to spring the boat against 

the pontoon.  All goes well but as we get into the bay more gusts provide a tricky get away; not 

helped by CJ getting the boat hook jammed in the spokes of the helm, an exciting exit. 

We travel down Loch Sunart with just the headsail experiencing gusts of 30 knots at times.  This 

doesn’t let up and as we reach the open end of the Loch our “ride” is further enriched by a steady 25 

gusting who knows what.  The direction of wind is SE so decide Kilchoan is not a good place.  There’s 

a lot of boating activity around including an ocean liner anchored at the mouth of Tobermory Bay.  A 

French boat is neck and neck with us, he seems to be racing.  However, we’ve been briefed about 

the newly introduced radio system with the harbour authority which proves extremely helpful.  

We’re offered a choice of two berths, both to our liking.  Unbeknown to us the one we choose is 

alongside Sunshine with Corshyecan another neighbour.  As we tie up Doucier glides swiftly into 

another vacant space.  This company provides a great welcome only surpassed by Corshyecan’s 
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hospitality for drinks and canapes in the sunshine.  13 miles travelled – and that’s more than enough 

when you’re leaning a lot. 

 Monday 28 May  

 Tobermory – Barra      Sailing with dolphins  

 

At 7 am we’re on the water.  It’s surprising how much activity there is at this early hour; one or two 

sailing boats, a fishing boat and the skipper of Corshyecan waving us off.  We sail a little and then we 

revert to the motor.  It’s flat calm but lovely and sunny.  Before boredom sets in we see activity on 

the water – dolphins.   They ride alongside us, one pod after another, hundreds of them.  Taking 

pictures is tricky but I think I’ve got a record.  A little way off we spot a minke whale.  The dolphins 

swim under and in front of the boat, breaking and twisting, turning and blowing.  It’s incredible.  

They keep us amused for almost two hours. As one group drops back another comes to join the fun.  

Fantastic! 

The wild life keeps on giving.  We see puffins, fulmars, gannets, a  big basking shark and four minke 

whales – all on top of the dozen or so dolphin pods.   

At last we can see the opening into Castlebay.  We motor sail along, so little breeze.  Entering the 

pilotage area we hear a call from a Calmac operator to an anchored boat.  We learn the ferry is due 

in at 6.15 pm – just about the time we’re about to get there!  Hurrying along we prep for a mooring 

buoy which we can’t seem to spot.  We see of boats, in uniform alignment and realise they are 

moored on pontoons.  We need to re-prep and tie up.  It’s been a long day but the destination is well 

worth it.  Sausages and crushed sage potatoes (that’s posh for proper mash) together with a glass of 

wine and bed.  Perfect day.  54 miles travelled – is this a record? 

 

 

 Tuesday & Wednesday 29 & 30 May 
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 Castlebay         Cuckoo  

 
 
I reflect on how I could smell the land as we approached the island of Barra.  A walk around the 

place enhances my senses.  Wild roses are just bursting open; there is a profusion of elderflowers 

and lots of saxifrage.  We spend a glorious two full days here.  We could have stayed longer soaking 

up the sun and kind hospitality.  The boat next to us turns out to be from Largs – Solus, with Ronnie 

and Anne Forrest on board.  We fill our time wandering around, doing more jobs and replenishing 

supplies. We notice a new slipway under construction and delight in watching its progress.  Oh, and 

the sound of the cuckoo who has followed us all the way from Largs to here.  We’ve heard him at 

every stop off point.  Perhaps there’s more than one! 

 Thursday 31 May  

 Castlebay – Lochboisdale     In good time 

After a relaxing morning and lunch at Kisimul Café we’re off towards Lochboisdale.  The waters are 

calm with very little wind, not enough to sail so motoring along.  We spot a minke whale, and then 

another or perhaps it’s the same one playing with us.  The air is gloomy with a heavy haze and the 

clouds are starting to thicken. Thundery showers have been mentioned so hope we don’t get caught 

in anything like that.  The last hour towards Lochboisdale gives better progress helped by a good lift 

from the tide so much so that we arrive earlier than anticipated.  That doesn’t happen often.  22 

miles done.   
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 Friday & Saturday 1 & 2 June  
 Lochboisdale      Machair and peat 

  
Meet up with Corshyecan for dinner at Boisdale Hotel – very mediocre and limited choice of beers.  

Good to have company.  On Saturday we spend time exploring the island walking on the peat moor.  

Got chatting to a chap and his son who were cutting peat and barrowing it along.  He said they’d not 

managed to get the cut peat in from last year with the summer being so bad.  Quite a different story 

now so they were both working hard to bring in two years’ cuttings.  Lots of lovely wild flowers 

amongst the machair.  Disappointed the tea shop had closed early today but Inclination’s bar was 

open for G&T’s. 

   

 Sunday 3 June  

 Lochboisdale - Lochmaddy    Just settling down 

We had intended to make this passage a day ago but the early morning start met us with thick fog so 

we turned over in bed and put the passage off.  There’s still some fog today even after a lot of wind 

in the night.  Perhaps the sea mists will clear quickly. 

As we leave Lochboisdale we are faced with a heavy swell and breaking waves and 18 – 25 knots of 

wind- on the bow!  We think this may ease once we’re away from the high hills.  Not so.  We motor 

for a while and then CJ decides to hoist the sails – 2 reefs.  This aids our stability but beating into the 

wind is not my idea of fun.  We carry on and after a number of hours lose the benefit of tidal push 

without having made much progress.  We choose to motor into the wind rather than tedious 

tacking.  We seem to be getting nowhere fast.  We play cat and mouse with another boat, 

Shearwater.  They too have tried sailing, motoring, sailing, and so on.  Eventually we arrive in 

Lochmaddy with Shearwater joining us along the pontoon 

As we settle the mooring pontoons quickly fill up.  Then 47 foot Beneteau, Raphy G ,  attracts our 

attention and asks to raft against us.  After exchanging a few critical details not withstanding that 

they are some 12 foot bigger than us, we agree to forfeit our cosy place against the pontoon and 

switch the rafting arrangement- not without conditions laid down by the first mate of Inclination!  

Anticipation and preparation is something I hold dear so I wasn’t impressed when their skipper 

pleaded that they’d come all the way from St Kilda and didn’t fancy having to tender his crew of 

eight or more (who knows how many they’ve got down below) with a dinghy that only 

accommodates a small number.  They mustn’t have had any ex boy or girl scouts on board.  37 miles 

done. 
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 Tuesday 5 June  

 Lochmaddy    Hairy-Marys behaving like hedgehogs! 

   
 

 

Still in Lochmaddy – decided we need to let the wind calm down and give the seas a chance to 

flatten.  We’re off for a walk – back pack loaded with pork pie and sandwiches.  No Ordnance Survey 

maps to hand so we refer to the marine charts and plot a route that we fail to recognise once out on 

the road and miss a critical turning along the way.  Not to worry we have a lovely ramble and picnic 

lunch.  Probably walk much further than we’d intended but that’s no bad thing when you’re 

suffering cabin fever.  I’m so taken with all the wild flowers and amazed at the number of creepy 

crawly hairy-Mary caterpillars we see crossing the road.  Budding irises, water lilies ready to burst 

open, lots of sheep and broken down crofts – most next to smart newly constructed bungalows.  The 

terrain is rugged; an acquired taste with heathland heather and huge humps of rock dotting the 

landscape punctuated by pools and lochans.  This place holds its own beauty.   

  

   

 Wednesday 6 June  

 Lochmaddy – Scalpay    Anxious and a bit stressed  

Not feeling too chirpy today.  I’m anxious again after the rocky ride to Lochmaddy the other day.  

The experience has shot through my confidence.  I shouldn’t be too concerned with a manageable 

breeze around force 3ish and a good tack towards our destination.  All that considered, my reptilian 

brain is overriding common sense and analysis so I’m still feeling uneasy. 
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It’s a lovely if quite cold.  The North Easterly is keeping the warmth from the sun at bay.  We sail 

most of the way only engaging the motor for the last couple of hours.  As we approach the entrance 

to East Loch Tarbert we hold back to allow the ferry to race ahead.  It’s quite a way in to Scalpay, the 

North Harbour, but well worth it.  What a delightful hamlet with easy access pontoons and good 

facilities.  This’ll do nicely.  28 miles travelled. 

 Thursday 7 June  

 Scalpay to East Loch Tarbert      Road trip 

Fred Taylor, the marina man, offers us a lift into town.  It’s about 8 miles into Loch Tarbert (another 

one) from Scalpay.  We pass old and new crofts along the way, abandoned cars (well one) and a Yurt.  

The old and the new sit comfortably together.  We find Tarbert bustling with people; it seems  to be 

a busy village masquerading as a town.  The ferry port brings lots of visitors with their camper vans 

and caravans.  The gift shops are hot on island crafts, not surprisingly, with whisky, gin, cosmetic 

creams and oils and of course Harris Tweed.  I spot a jade necklace in the one craft market and feel 

pleased we chose to visit today.  We enjoy a boozy lunch on the quayside and then get stocked up 

with provisions before catching the bus back to Scalpay.  Our driver tells us that Scalpay used to 

belong to Fred (Taylor) who sold it to the community trust for a £1 peppercorn.  It seems our Fred is 

or once was the Laird of this pretty place.    Fresh crab is had from the local fisherman, one each, 

very large, very delicious! 

 

 Friday 8 June  

 Scalpay         Toilet troubles  

 

As we are prepping the boat ready for departure we noticed the loo is not pumping properly.  I 

won’t go into too much detail but it seems we’ve got a blockage somewhere in the system.  CJ 

inspects, investigates and pushes a ramrod into the outlet pipe – all this with his arm and almost his 

head underneath the water line.  Fred offers help with an old fishing rod – this doesn’t resolve 

matters.  We sit down and think and discuss.  We’ve now missed the tide so the agenda is how we 

can deal with a full holding tank for the rest of our trip.  CJ comes up with an idea to adapt a manual 

bilge pump (hand held version) and pump out the contents from the access point on deck.  Between 
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us we construct a suitable contraption which can’t be tried whilst we’re in port.  Our sail away 

tomorrow will be a test.   Everyone on Scalpay seems to know about the problem!   

 

 Saturday 9 June  

 Scalpay - Badachro      Gin ahoy!  

We delight in gliding under the Scalpay Bridge.  The medium term weather forecast suggests frisky 

times ahead.   Also our sailing plans are now mindful of toileting facilities.  The Heath Robinson-

esque pump out system worked ok after a bit of adjustment but we know we’ve got a workable, 

albeit unpleasant, solution to the problem until we can get it properly fixed.  That’ll probably not 

happen until we get back to Largs.  Presently we’re motoring towards Badachro and planning an 

early start the next day so we can head for a secure pontoon by Monday or Tuesday when the wind 

is expected to increase.  Right now though we have lovely sunshine with a flat sea and being 

entertained by puffins as we motor along.  We’ve already spotted a minke whale.   

 

Heading towards Badachro there only seems to be Inclination and one other boat on the water.  We 

notice the boat is Shearwater – our neighbour from Lochmaddy and Scalpay.  Radioing to them we 

introduce ourselves and find they too are heading for the same destination.  There are just the two 

boats on this wide stretch of water until we approach the mouth of Loch Gairloch when another 

three boats appear out of nowhere – two of them seem to be racing ahead.  We know there are only 

two visitor moorings at Badachro and it now seems that five boats are heading that way.  All’s well 

that ends well – the other boats peel away leaving Inclination and Shearwater to claim the vacant 

buoys.   
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The meal we have in the pub is fabulous – we both choose halibut with Mediterranean risotto.  We 

are delighted with Badachro and note how it differs from our last place on Harris – the mainland 

being greener and with trees!  Oh, and did I mention the gin?  Badachro Gin has become a keen 

favourite of ours since we were treated to this lovely liquid as a present.  The pub has supplies so we 

stock up whilst the opportunity is there.  Cheers!  35 miles done. 

 Sunday 10 June  

 Badachro - Plockton      Disappointing  

We’re away before 6 am and its very calm.  Bit of wind develops and then dies again.  We have the 

seas to ourselves with shearwaters, guillemots and plenty of skuas to keep us company.  The latter 

do relays around the boat as we motor along.  It’s quite cool this morning so we’re well wrapped up.  

Did the manual pumping exercise using the “Brook” patent pending system.  A bit trickier than the 

last time, more adjustments required.   

We’re motoring a lot so use the benefit of lots of hot water to enjoy a shower.  We can just about 

see the Skye Bridge and as we approach Plockton the sun breaks through.  It’s really quiet here, not 

like our previous visit when the bay was packed.  Hook onto a buoy and deploy the dinghy for a trip 

ashore.  Oh what a disappointment.  We couldn’t get lunch anywhere as we’d just missed the 

lunchtime servings.  It seems all food stops at 2.15 pm in the two pubs, and fish and chip take away.  

We’d literally just missed the deadline and the only place serving food offered just sandwiches.  The 

lack of facilities didn’t stop there, we couldn’t get fresh water for our containers and there were no 

newspapers to be had from the newsagents.   “We don’t sell newspapers”  said the proprietor, 

“haven’t done for some two years”.  They just hadn’t got round to taking the shop sign down!   

The mooring fee is £15 and we only had £20 notes between us.  I decided I would send a cheque and 

noted the names address of the community association for this purpose.  Needless to say we were 

both disgruntled by this point and hopped back into the dinghy.  We hadn’t even got onto Inclination 

when a harbour boat came steaming up towards us with a chap on board asking if we’d paid our 

dues.  He said he’d noticed we hadn’t put anything in the honesty box, to which I replied “you must 

be John” (recalling the name of the Honorary Secretary from my notes).  “No” says he, “I’m Ed”.  “So 

you’re the Treasurer then”, I reply. We explained our plight to which he said he could give us the £5 

change from a £20 note to satisfy our debt.  We gladly obliged and I used the opportunity to express 

our great disappointment at the lack of food available in the village, on such a sunny Sunday 

afternoon in June.  I told Ed we’d been on the go since 6 am so were rather tired and perhaps not as 

tolerant as we may otherwise be.  Anyway, our dues were paid and I felt better for offering  my 

feedback.  We climbed aboard Inclination, lit the oven, and popped in two chicken curries.  Twenty 

minutes later we were enjoying a delightful lunch in the sunshine.  33 miles travelled. 
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 Monday 11 June  

 Plockton – Mallaig    Knocking up the Robertsons  

   

5.30 am start – it’s becoming a habit.  Another day, another bridge – Skye Bridge.  Into Kyle Reah 

clocking 10.4 knots with a push from the strong tidal stream.  We’re bouncing around like a bundle 

of washing in a machine.  Very calm now, no wind and a little chillier than of late.  Hot coffee and 

egg sandwiches put the body to right and the calm conditions provide an opportunity for a little 

housework.  Mallaig is in sight and we know Corshyecan is already there.  We wager that Graeme 

and Marilyn will still be in their bunk we when get there.  Had we not had to wait for three ferries to 

enter and leave the harbour we would certainly have caught the Robertsons snoozing.  As we 

approach the pontoons the sleepy heads jump to it and catch our lines.  28 miles travelled.    

 Tuesday 12 June 

 Mallaig – Tobermory    Rounding Ardnamuchan 
 
5 am alarm and slipped lines at 6.  The body clock is well adjusted now and this early hour seems 

quite normal.  It’s frisky out on the water and the wind seems stronger than the 3-4 in the forecast.  

We just put out the headsail but within half an hour the conditions settle so up goes the full main.  

With wind on the beam we are stonking along, with a favourable tide and going in the right 

direction!  We reach Ardnamuchan within 3 hours, take a selfie and post on Facebook.  The picture 

doesn’t capture the lighthouse as it’s not possible to be so precise with this rocking and rolling, 

jumping and swelling about.  Into the Sound of Mull and we manage our pumping out exercise whilst 

under sail – we’re getting good at this.  The wind strengthens as we approach Tobermory making for 

an interesting arrival and landing with gusto.  Well secured we intend to stay hear whilst the forecast 

poor weather passes through.  An afternoon sleep is a well-earned luxury and then drinks with 

Corshyecan and Syrinx – new friends Lilias and David.  35 miles travelled. 

 Thursday 14 June  

 Tobermory         Storm Hector  

We’re listening to the howl and feeling the roll – experiencing the forecasted strong winds up to 

storm force 10 around the Mull of Kintyre.  Glad we’re safely tucked away in Tobermory!  Even 

though we’re a distance away from the peak of the force we’re still getting the effects and it seems 

like force 8 – 9 or thereabouts in this sheltered spot.  The barometer is rising with the pressure going 

up 10 millibars in just two hours.  Not surprisingly the marina is almost full with just the shallow 

pontoons left and the bay stuffed with boats moored and anchored.  We can see a square rigger, 

another tall ship, a super yacht and various “normal” boats.   Not much boaty stuff to be done in 

these conditions so we trip off for coffee and cake and a Wi-Fi fix.  
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 Friday 15 June 

 Tobermory – Loch Aline    Not so calm after the storm  
 

What a difference a day makes!  It’s like a mass exodus from the marina after being jam-packed full 

it’s now looking like the Marie Celeste.  We too are planning a getaway and we need fuel but there’s 

a queue for the fuel berth.  Eventually off we go and as we leave the candy coloured houses 

alongside the harbour we are baptised by a sharp shower.  Neither of us is wearing oillies so a quick 

scuffle for waterproofs and into the Sound of Mull we go.  It's frisky winds and squally showers all 

the way to Loch Aline.  With the just the jib we manage the gusts, some reaching 30 knots.  Very 

quiet in Loch Aline only one yacht in the marina and a collection of small boats.  We can choose our 

spot and moor up securely.  14 miles done. 

 Sunday 17 June 

 Loch Aline - Kerrera      Dreich morning  
 

Leaving in the mist and drizzle we’re not alone – quite a flotilla of boats are departing.  We turn left 

towards Oban.  Not much wind until we get to the opening at Loch Linnie then all hell breaks loose. 

We sail along for a time and CJ plans to go through the gap at Lady Rock.  The wind increases to 25+ 

knots and we’re under full sail!!  We spill a bit of wind to allow for a flatter ride, not much flatter.  

We fly along reaching Oban Bay in a fraction of the time anticipated.  Whilst waiting for ferry traffic 

to abate we use the time to once again empty the holding tank.  We’ve become quite used to this 

process now.  If only the attention we’ve given to the blockage had been successful.  Hey ho, there’s 

always something on the boat to catch us out.  Into Kerrera marina, we moor opposite Merlin with 

Dominic and Elizabeth on board and Syrinx, David and Lilias.  Afternoon tea is enjoyed on Merlin – 

very civilised.  15 miles travelled. 

   

 Wednesday 20 June 

 Kerrera       Dental complications  
 
The skipper appears to have lost a bit of filling from a tooth.  Getting an emergency appointment in 

Oban gave a disappointing prognosis.  He needs root canal work.  After much deliberation he 

chooses to take a temporary repair and then get it properly fixed when we get home.  We’re both a 

bit concerned but CJ promises to bear his pain without complaint.   
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We’re still in Kerrera because the weather is promising an unsettled period.  We’ve used the time to 

try to acquire a chemical solution to unblock the loo system.  After getting knowledgeable 

information from our sailing chums we visit a builders merchants to seek out a stone cleaner, the 

properties of which break up any lime scale and its worth trying this to see if it will budge our 

blockage.  We scuttle away with a tub of solution like it’s a prize trophy.  Something to try out on our 

next voyage in open waters.    

 Thursday 21 June 

 Kerrera        Still in Oban  
 
What a rocky night, not much sleep for me with so much howling and bobbing around.  The 20 knots 

of wind is gusting 25+ in the shelter of the marina.  A decision is taken to stay another day here.  CJ 

has consulted XC and the French Meteo Custom, courtesy of Garry and Kelly.  This website gives a 

more localised and detailed forecast and information on wave height and length.  I settle down and 

read, CJ is whipping lines.  There’s always stuff to be done. 

 Friday 22 June 

 Kerrera – Ardfern     Cruising group companions  
 

The winds have quietened and we plan to leave around 1.30 pm.  We spot Carpe Diem on a mooring 

as we catch the morning ferry into Oban.  Mal and Alex also spot us and join us ashore as we prepare 

to leave Kerrera.  They’re staying here over the weekend to see the Oban Highland Games.  Night 

Owl too will be joining them later.  We say our goodbyes and cast off.   

First job is the pump out exercise.  It doesn’t go well.  The contraption CJ designed is starting to lose 

its tight connections.  The whole process becomes very laborious with CJ having to reset all the joints 

and seals to make it work.  We get there in the end just as the wind picks up together with a heavy 

swell.  Sailing out on the jib we make good progress through the Sound of Luing reaching Ardfern 

sooner than expected.  An unexpected welcome is awaits us and we settle into a berth next to Night 

Owl.  Gordon and Ann are hospitable hosts as we enjoy drinks and good chat.  25 miles done. 

 Saturday 23 June 

 Ardfern – Gigha      Going to the rescue  
 

An afternoon departure makes way for a relaxing morning.  We wave off Night Owl and now we’re 

heading off ourselves in dull and cold conditions.  A bit of wind develops and we scoot along at 8 

knots – in the right direction!  The sky clears as we progress south and then we hear a radio call 

alerting boats north of Gigha.  That is our position and we respond.  Cara of Bute, a sailing yacht is 

caught in tangled fishing gear.  Being about five miles away them we decide to motor towards them.  

We spot the boat heading towards a small bay on the North of Gigha.  They are using their dinghy to 

propel the boat into the bay.  Its slow progress and we agree to standby in readiness should they 

need further assistance.  A young lad is despatched into the water with snorkelling gear and after a 

couple of dives he frees the line that was causing the problem.  The exercise is a success and so we 

wave goodbye and head towards Ardminish Bay.   
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It’s getting quite late now and we find the bay almost full.  We spot a vacant buoy and after about 

four unsuccessful attempts to hook it we accept the offer of help.  Once safely secured CJ inspects 

our hooky devise which needed a bit of attention to effectively deploy the line threading system.  It’s 

been so long since we last used the hook it’s become almost unfamiliar.  A perfectly baked lasagne 

and crisp green salad, accompanied by a glass or two of red completes our day.  It’s very peaceful 

now as the sun goes down and off we go to bed.  35 miles done. 

 Sunday 24 June 

 Gigha – Campbeltown      Mull of Kintyre  
 

Fabulous morning, lovely and sunny.  Lots of boats leaving as we dinghy over to the pontoon, pay 

our dues and enjoy a hot shower.  Back at the boat we find a bottle of Sauvignon Blanc with a thank-

you note from the crew of Cara of Bute.  Nice touch!  We indulge in a full English/Scottish breakfast 

in the sunshine and by early afternoon we slip lines and head away.  We cope with a couple of hours 

of foul tide but it’s hot, hot, hot.  Consequently no wind so we’re motoring along.   We enjoy the 

passing landscape, Machrihanish Bay and on towards the Mull.  The swell is building but it’s a gentle 

roll so not a problem.  I take a few shots of the Mull of Kintyre light house.  It’s proving difficult to 

achieve with the upping and downing of the rolling water.  The lighthouse looks so remote and the 

lone house situated just above the light looks spooky.  I’ll bet there’s some tales it can tell. 

   

The gannets are flying in synchrony – hundreds of them in groups all going in the same direction – 

opposite to us.  This sight continues all along the Mull and through to Sanda Light.  Again I try to get 

some shots but it’s very tricky.  We’ve only about 16 miles to go and are making good time.  It’s still 

hot as we pass Sanda, hotter round this side of the Mull than the other.  The sea is like glass and 

there’s no wind at all not even from our own making.   

 

We are close to Island Davaar and spot a minke whale close up to the boat, and then another.  There 

are lots of gannets diving and feeding and the two minkes splash in the water churning up the fish 

no doubt.    
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Into Campbeltown we find a generous space on the alongside pontoon.  It’s still light at almost 9 pm 

- we’ve done the passage in about seven and a half hours – not bad.   We take note of an unusually 

large power boat moored along the pontoon.  It looks out of scale with the surroundings.  44 miles 

travelled. 

 Monday 25 June 

 Campbeltown      Another town, another gin  
 
We’re bathed in sunshine yet again.  The gift of wine from the crew on Cara of Bute slides down 
nicely with lunch in the cockpit.  Chores are completed and we take a walk around town.  We just 
can’t get enough special gin and as we discover another small distillery in Campbeltown we treat 
ourselves to a bottle for the drinks cupboard.  Old Raj Spiced Gin.  Hope it lives up to the name. 
 

 Tuesday 26 June 

 Campbeltown - Portavadie    Infinity won’t wait 
 
We’re leaving Campbeltown even though Sir Timothy Lawrence (husband of Princess Anne) is 
visiting the local lifeboat station today.  We guess he won’t miss our presence. 
 
We decide on Portavadie as a destination before going on to Largs tomorrow.  If we make good time 
there’s a chance we could wallow in the infinity pool before closing time.  It’s touch and go and 
we’ve no wind and the tide is against us.   
 
As we approach Loch Ranza our chart plotter and associated instruments start to play up.  A quick 
call to BEE can’t resolve the problem – they need to check things out themselves when we get back.  
We’re bumbling along and glad for the paper charts even though we’re familiar with the area.  Into 
Portavadie still in glorious sunshine made even hotter when we moor and lose the benefit of our 
moving air flow.  We’re in time to laze in the pool, sauna, Jacuzzi.  Dinner in the cockpit with chilled 
wine and still more sunshine.  Can’t be bettered.  30 miles travelled. 
 

 Wednesday 27 June 

 Portavadie– Largs     Waving at the Waverley  
 
We’re on the homeward leg.  Mixed feelings about bringing our time to a close but also looking 
forward to getting home after six weeks away.  We leave Portavadie still bathed in sunshine but out 
into the open waters we benefit from a suitable breeze enabling a sail down the loch.  Shame the 
breeze is on the nose and not behind us.   
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As we head up the West Kyle we are met by the Waverley – absolutely brimming over with folks 
enjoying the sunshine.  We give a nod to a small Ellen McArthur fleet anchored in the Burnt Isles.  
Pressing on and sailing and tacking down the East Kyle until the wind literally vanishes.  Rothesay 
Bay is like glass.  Lots of boats out, none with sails hoisted.  Into Largs channel and then the marina.  
Home at last.  30 miles done. 
 

Total miles 636 

Sue Brook 
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